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Across

3. When it is raining or dark you should

4. Front wheel drive is

6. What gauge measures speed?

8. Sgnal mirror observe go represent?

12. The car battery gives off?

14. These signs warn you of upcoming 

obstacles

15. When a traffic light changes from red it 

is a

17. the Vehicle identification number is 

known as?

20. what sign provides directional and 

milegae information while driving

21. Heads up display is

22. HIghway trasnportation system is known 

as

25. What is the source of energy for the 

engine

26. Ignition is abbreviated as?

27. You should always have this on when in 

a car

29. Carbon monoxide is known as?

30. 60 day period after getting licence

32. Negetive is known as?

33. THe flywheel turns the

36. When your licence is permanently taken 

away

37. This gauge measures total distance 

travlled in car

38. When your licence is temporarily taken 

away

39. Postive is known as?

40. Two Wheel drive

Down

1. When on a very dark road with no lights 

you should have what on?

2. What keeps the engine running 

smoothly

5. What should you have on when parked?

7. OWL means to?

9. Carbon dioxide is known as?

10. A guide sign could be a

11. What isnt allowed with a junior licence

13. Driving is a

16. These signs reinforce traffic laws

18. the starter gear meshes with the?

19. When reversing you should

23. Four Wheel drive is

24. this gauge measures revs per minute

28. You should never do this while driving

31. How many points do you get for running 

a stop sign?

34. When the starter gear combines into 

the flywheel

35. Anti lock brake system is


